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Hi, I'm Michael Marinelli and I’m an Equinix Product Manager focused on our IBX SmartView DCIM IoT
digital product line. Today I’m excited to talk about 4 new features going live in IBX SmartView
2020.1.
The
1.
2.
3.
4.

features are;
An updated maintenance activity feature
The new maintenance scripts feature
An updated email alerts feature
The new system alert feature

These new features reflect some of our 2020 roadmap objectives, namely, to integrate critical asset
maintenance information with IBX SmartView and a complete rebuild of the IBX SmartView user
experience.
The first new feature to show you here is a detailed view of any maintenance events that are
currently active.
Note the updated look and feel and improved functionality of the data grid. This data grid
component, with data filtering and sorting, column selectors, and the ability to reorder the columns,
will be a key component underpinning the updated IBX SmartView usability.
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As for the content on this page, users can see which assets are undergoing maintenance
currently, details of each asset and a timestamp indicating when the maintenance started.
Understanding which assets are in maintenance is an important part of understanding the
overall maintenance schedule and will be coupled with a historical and forward-looking view
of maintenances in an upcoming release.
The next new feature to show you is maintenance scripts. On this page, a user can filter to
find one or more scripts, review them, and download them. A maintenance script details the
step-by-step process to conduct a scheduled maintenance. By providing maintenance scripts,
we’re providing our users with unprecedented visibility and transparency.
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Further to the maintenance transparency theme, this release also features an update to the
notifications that IBX SmartView delivers when system alerts are triggered. Going forward, all
alert notifications will include content indicating whether the system alert was triggered
during an active maintenance event.

“System Alert” is a new naming convention for IBX SmartView system generated asset alarms.
The last new feature going live in this release is the System Alert settings feature. The System
Alert settings page gives users the definition of each system alert, the ability to filter and sort
the system alerts, and the ability to configure a real-time notification when a system alert is
triggered. With bulk action capability and the ease with which users can locate which System
Alerts have notifications set against them and which don’t, this new capability greatly
improves the usability of this key value driving feature within IBX SmartView.
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In conclusion, IBX SmartView release 2020.1 offers users even further visibility and real-time
monitoring tools for their Equinix International Business Exchange data center.
Thanks for watching!
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